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VMS Bookings

Introduction
VMS is a software and hardware solution to cater for the complete management of any venue
that sells tickets, takes bookings, sells merchandise, provides hospitality or manages area
access.
As a modular based suite you can pick the functionality your business needs now and add more
modules as you grow.
VMS is easy to use and provides the functionality needed to run any size venue in a single
application, at a fraction of the cost of combining separate applications such as Microsoft
Dynamics, SAP or Sage.
As you grow VMS will grow with you, no need to worry about your systems keeping up. With
VMS you already have all the tools you need. With all your customers’ data held securely in a
single place, managing your GDPR data protection requirements becomes easy, more efficient
and less costly.
This document describes the VMS Bookings module.
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VMS Bookings
The VMS Bookings module has been developed to provide comprehensive functionality to
allow bookings of venues, function rooms, pitches, changing rooms, tables etc.
The booking layout is fully user definable and can be sub divided as required, even down to
individual seats on individual tables.
It Includes a
simple quick
view calendar
to
give an
indication of all
bookings at a
glance,
including
booking
and
payment
status shown
by colour.
Included is the
ability to link
bookings
for
example, pitch
booking to a
changing room
booking.
Different price lists for different
types of customer. As well as
variable prices for peak time, off
peak times etc. Discounts can be
offered for staff and charity events
for example.
Special offer prices for bulk
booking of multiple sessions can
be setup and automatically
applied.
It’s all linked to the invoicing
system so the ability to print
booking confirmations, receipts
and invoices is included.
Flexible user definable booking
details including extras that can be
used for charges per head for
meals, security, cleaning, parking,
catering and drinks packages etc.
Customers can check availability and book online or on their mobile phones, increasing sales
through advertising your facilities better and making booking easier, and reducing your costs
and management overheads.
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VMS Reporting
As with everything in VMS the VMS Reporting functionality comes as standard.
This means that it’s easy to report on
everything associated with your VIP
events for example. These can be
exported to Excel but even better
than that, if you choose the VMS
Accounting module, there is no
need to export to Excel or import
into Sage or SAP. Everything can be
done in a single application.

VMS Reporting allows you to run reports such as Bookings Summary Report and a Day Book
Report giving daily takings by payment method. The functionality has been developed to
provide you with everything you need to manage your bookings.
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